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Get a sneak peek at CompuHost V3, the industry-leading professional karaoke hosting application. The product is intended for companies participating in show programs, hosting their events for Internet radio, designers and web developers. SMA abbreviation Plug and Play
Consulting, the creator of the well-known professional karaoke app iLive, decided to go further and create an online music management service for event organizers. The iLifeVideo app offers users the ability to manage live streaming through their home page: Karaoke, under which

the application was developed, includes more than two dozen songs available as videos. The client interface has the ability to upload existing songs to participate in a network karaoke contest and create your own playlists. A distinctive feature of iLIVE V3 is support for
synchronization with desktop PCs, smartphones, flash drives and disks using USB and Wi-Fi. You can log in to the iLive website using social networks using the display of your name function. When searching, a two-way audio notification is built into the chat. The program is simple
and easy to use. Art. Lebedev Studio has developed a mobile application that allows you to organize a project presentation in real time. Despite its small size, the application not only organizes an online presentation, but also allows you to make payments, interact with customers and
partners. Website management capabilities are provided using a convenient online browser, as well as using a mobile version of the application that integrates with the desktop. You can manage the application menu if you have an active Google account and a Microsoft Live ID. The

application allows you to use the built-in video editor. Users have access to content management tools, on the basis of which users can modify the "visual skeleton" of the site. The user has more than ten page design templates that can be modified and customized. Using the
application, you can customize individual parts of the page: sections, content, position of elements, etc. You can change this theme when you visit the site. After that, the appearance of the template for specific pages changes. The site has a slide show feature. After the presentation

ends, the user can continue viewing the slides using previously downloaded multimedia files. About terminology World practice shows that software developers have to decide to promote their products on the Internet
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